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TOP: Exterior of the Clarges Estate Development
ABOVE: At the centre of the reception area is a 
bespoke desk with inlaid patterns made from 
leaves collected from Green Park
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Clarges sets 
new benchmark 

for offices
THE OFFICE ELEMENT OF 

BRITISH LAND’S CLARGES ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT REFLECTS ALL THE 
GRANDEUR OF MAYFAIR’S LUXURY 

HOMES, AS HARDEEP SANDHER 
DISCOVERS
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“The high-end residential market is 
always subject to heavy scrutiny in 
Mayfair … we believe offices and people’s 
workspace should be no different”

RIGHT: An extensive suite of 
facilities for cyclists
BELOW:  The building has an 
illuminated entranceway
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well. On the three uppermost levels of the scheme 
private terraces with views across to Victoria are 
available.

The intimate touches Gledstone refers to include 
products by light sculpture specialist Haberdashery, 
which has crafted a sleek installation in the reception 
area, re ecting the muted check pattern of the 
limestone ooring. 

The building’s surroundings are echoed throughout 
the interior design - leaves of Green Park are etched 
upon each of the many hundreds of glass shards that 
form this light sculpture, and re ected in a carefully 
positioned mirrored table that sits beneath it. 

Meanwhile, in keeping with the Green Park theme, 
at the centre of the reception area is a bespoke desk 
commissioned from creative studio Based Upon, 
presented as a fragmented mass of bronze - dark and 
textured on the exterior and molten smooth inside 
- which on closer inspection reveals inlaid patterns 
made from leaves collected from Green Park

Wiseman says: “British Land has been very open-
minded with this project – being in a new location, we 
knew that there is a need to understand the Mayfair 
market and the scheme is di erent to other o ce 
projects we have completed. 

“The large oorplates and oor-to-ceiling windows 
are a reference to the luxury elements that are seen in 
many residential properties. 

“And I think it is true to say the lines between 
residential and o ces are blurring now  it is no longer 
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acceptable to simply deliver an o ce scheme without 
thinking about the details.” 

But it is not just the o ce part of the scheme that is 
set to attract attention. The scheme includes almost 
15,000 sq ft of retail/restaurant space on the ground 

oor – as yet unlet, but Wiseman says discussions are 
ongoing. It is believed the end tenant is most likely to 
be a high-end restaurant, however no announcement 
has been made on this.

“This space is integral to the building and helps 
with the placemaking of the scheme as a whole,” 
explains Wiseman. “We are very excited about the 
space and what it could add to the scheme.”

TOP: Showers, complete with towels, are 
part of the offer. LEFT: Large floorplates 
and floor-to-ceiling windows. BELOW: The 
bespoke desk in reception, made of bronze


